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ABSTRACT:

A control device (21 ) controls a connection between a specific one of a plurality of arithmetic

processors (12-1) and a specific one of a plurality of main memory units (13-1) in accordance
with an access request supplied from the specific arithmetic processor. The access request has
request tag information. A buffer section (56) buffers the request tag information in response to a

write-in address. A supplying section (55) supplies the specific main memory unit with an
additional access request having the write-in address as an identifier instead of the request tag

information. When a main memory access ends, the specific memory unit supplies the control

device with a reply signal having the identifier as a reply identifier. A read section (59, 60) reads

the request tag information out of the buffer section in accordance with the reply identifier. The
request tag information is delivered from the control device to the specific arithmetic processor.
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(54) Control device for controlling a connection between an arithmetic processor and a main

memory unit

(57) A control device (21) controls a connection

between a specific one of a plurality of arithmetic proc-

essors (12-1) and a specific one of a plurality of main

memory units (13-1) in accordance with an access

request supplied from the specific arithmetic processor.

The access request has request tag information. A
buffer section (56) buffers the request tag information in

response to a write-in address. A supplying section (55)

supplies the specific main memory unit with an addi-

tional access request having the write-in address as an

identifier instead of the request tag information. When a

main memory access ends, the specific memory unit

supplies the control device with a reply signal having the

identifier as a reply identifier. A read section (59, 60)

reads the request tag information out of the buffer sec-

tion in accordance with the reply identifier. The request

tag information is delivered from the control device to

the specific arithmetic processor.
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Description

This invention relates to a control device for use in a data processing system comprising a plurality of arithmetic

processors and a plurality of main memory units and, more particularly, to a control device for controlling a connection

5 between a specific one of the arithmetic processors and a specific one of the main memory units in accordance with

request information which is supplied from the specific arithmetic processor to the control device.

It is known that a data processing system comprises a plurality of arithmetic processors and a plurality of main

memory units. TTie data processing system may carry out a parallel processing in each of the arithmetic units. Such a

processing system further comprises a control device for controlling a connection between a specific one of the arith-

10 metic processors and a specific one of the main memory units in accordance with access request information which is

supplied with the specific arithmetic processor to the control device.

Responsive to the access request information, the control device sipplies the access request information to the

specific main memory unit in order to access the specific main memory unit. The specific main memory unit carries out

a write operation when the access request information is representative of a write access. When the write operation

is ends, the specific main memory unit supplies reply information to the control device. Sipplied with the reply information,

the control device delivers the reply information to the specific arithmetic processor.

By the way, the control device is coupled to the arithmetic processors by first interface units, respectively. Similarly,

the control device is coupled to the main memory units by second interface units, respectively. Now, it will be assumed

that the number of the arithmetic processors is equal to a positive integer M greater than one and that the number of

20 the main memory units is equal to a positive integer N greater than one. As the positive integer M becomes large, the

number of the first interlace units becomes large. Similarly, the number of the second interface units becomes large as

the positive integer N becomes large. When the first and the second interface units become large in number, it is difficult

to construct the data processing system.

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide a control device capable of easily constructing a data processing

25 system comprising a plurality of arithmetic processors and a plurality of main memory units.

Other objects of this invention will become clear as the description proceeds.

On describing the gist of this invention, it is possible to understand that a control device is for use in a data process-

ing system comprising a plurality of arithmetic processors and a plurality of main memory units. The control device is

for controlling a connection between a specific one of the arithmetic processors and a specific one of the main memory

30 units in accordance with an access request supplied from the specific arithmetic processor. The access request has

request tag information.

According to this invention, the control device comprises write-in address producing means fa producing a write-

in address in accordance with the access request, buffer means for buffering the request tag information as buffered

request tag information in response to the write-in address, and supplying means supplied with the access request and

35 the write-in address as an identifier for supplying the specific main memory with an additional access request having

the identifier instead of the request tag information.

The specific memory unit supplies a reply signal having the identifier as a reply identifier when a main memory

access ends. The control device further comprises read means responsive to the reply signal to read the buffered

request tag information as a read request tag information out of the buffer means in accordance with the reply identifier,

40 and delivering means for delivering the read request tag information to the specific arithmetic processor.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional data processing system; and

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a data processing system comprising a control device according to a preferred embod-

iment of the invention.

45

Referring to Fig. 1 , a conventional control device will be described at first in order to facilitate an understanding of

this invention. The control device 1 1 is fa use in a data processing system comprising first through M-th arithmetic proc-

essors 12-1 to 12-M and first through N-th main memory units 13-1 to 13-N, where M represents a positive integer

which is greater than one and N represents a positive integer which is greater than one. Each of the first through the M-

50 th arithmetic processors 12-1 to 12-M is coupled to the control device by a first interface unit. Similarly, each of the first

through the N-th main memay units 13-1 to 13-N is coupled to the control device by a second interface unit.

It will be assumed that a specific one of the first through the M-th arithmetic processors 12-1 to 12-M accesses a

specific one of the main memory units 13-1 to 13-N. The specific arithmetic processor may be, for example, the first

arithmetic processor 12-1. The specific main memay unit may be, for example, the first main memay unit 13-1. When
55 the first arithmetic processor 12-1 accesses the firstmain memay unit 13-1, the first arithmetic processor 12-1 supplies

access request information to the control device 1 1 . The access request information has a format comprising a request

tag area (RQ), an address area (AD), and a data area (DATA). The request tag area carries a request tag representative

of the content of the request The address area carries an address. The data area carries a data.

It will be assumed that the access request information is representative of a write access for the first main memory

2
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unit 13-1 . Responsive to the access request information, the control device 1 1 supplies the access request information

to the first main memory unit 12-1 in order to access the first main memory unit 13-1 . The first main memory unit 13-1

carries out a write operation in accordance with the access request information inasmuch as the access request infor-

mation is representative of the write access. When the write operation ends, the first main memory unit 13-1 supplies

5 the control unit 1 1 with a reply signal having the request tag (RQ). Supplied with the reply signal, the control device 1

1

delivers the reply signal to the first arithmetic processor 12-1

.

When the access request information is representative of a read access for the first main memory unit 13-1 , the

data area does not carry the data in the access request information. Otherwise, the reply signal carries a read data

which is read out of the first main memory unit 13-1

.

10 In the example being illustrated, the number of the first interface units becomes large as the positive integer M
becomes large. Similarly, the number of the second interlace units becomes large as the positive integer N becomes

large. When the first and the second interface units become large in number, it is difficult to construct the data process-

ing system.

Referring to Fig. 2, description will proceed to a control device according to a preferred embodiment of this inven-

is tion. The illustrated control device is different in structure from the control device 11 illustrated in Fig. 1 and therefore

designated afresh by a reference numeral 21 . The control device 21 is coupled to the first through the M-th arithmetic

processors 1 2-1 to 1 2-M and the first through the N-th main memory units 13-1 to 1 3-N. In Fig. 2, only the first arithmetic

processor 12-1 and the lirst main memory unit 13-1 are illustrated as a matter of description.

The first through the M-th arithmetic processors 12-1 to 12-M are similar in structure to one another. The first main

20 memory units 13-1 to 1 3-N are similar in structure to one another. On accessing either one of the first through the N-th

main memory units 13-1 to 13-N, the first through the M-th arithmetic processors 12-1 to 12-M supply first through M-

th access request information to the control device 21 ,
respectively. The control device 21 selects a selected one of the

first through the M-th access request information as will be described later to supply the selected request signal to

either one of the first through the N-th main memory units 1 3-1 to 1 3-N.

25 Responsive to memory accesses, the first through the N-th main memory units 13-1 to 13-N supply first through N-

th reply signals to the control device 21 , respectively. The control device 21 selects a selected one of the first through

the N-th reply signals as will be described later to supply the selected reply signal to either one of the first through the

M-th arithmetic processors 12-1 to 12-M.

Reviewing Fig. 2, the first arithmetic processor 12-1 comprises a request output register 31 and a reply accept reg-

30 ister 32. The first main memory unit 13-1 comprises a request accept register 41 , a memory 42, and access time reg-

isters 43 to 45.

The control device 21 comprises a request accept register 50, an output crossbar switch 51, an order ensuring

command control circuit 52, a write-in address register 53, a V-bit control circuit 54, an output request register 55, a

request tag buffer 56, a selector 57, a request register 58, a reply address register 59, a reply control circuit 60, a reply

35 crossbar switch 61 , and a reply output register 62, all of which will be described later.

Although no illustration is made in Fig. 2, each of the request accept register 50, the order ensuring command con-

trol circuit 52, and the reply output register 62 is provided in number of M. Similarly, each of the write-in address register

53, the V-bit control circuit 54, the output request register 55, the request tag buffer 56, the selector 57, the request reg-

ister 58, the reply address register 59, and the reply control circuit 60 is provided in the number of N.

ao On accessing a specif ic one of the first through the N-th main memory units 1 3-1 to 13-N, the request output reg-

ister 31 outputs first access request information in the first arithmetic processor 12-1. The specific main memory unit

may be, for example, the first main memory unit 13-1. The first access request information is accepted in the request

accept register 50. The second through the M-th arithmetic processors 12-2 to 12-M may output second through M-th

access request information, respectively, on memory accessing.

45 When the first access request information is accepted in the request accept register 50, the output crossbar switch

51 carries out a contention process among the first through the M-th access request information in the known manner

to select a selected one of the first through the M-th access request information.

It will be assumed that the selected access request information is the first access request information. The first

access request information may have address information, a write-in data, request tag information representative of the

so content of the request More particularly, the request tag information is information for use in indicating the end of

processing for the first arithmetic processor 12-1 . Therefore, it is unnecessary to supply the request tag information to

the first main memory unit 13-1 except that the request tag information is representative of a read out command or a

write-in command.

The request tag information is memorized in the request tag buffer 56 in accordance with the output of the write-in

55 address register 53. The output of the write-in address register 53 will be called a write-in address register output. The

output register 55 supplies the first main memory unit 13-1 with the address information, the write-in data, and the write-

in address register output as supplied access request information. Inasmuch as the data amount of the request tag

information is greater than the data amount of the write-in address register output the number of the second interface

units is reduced between the control device 21 and the first main memory unit 13-1.

3
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In the first main memory unit 13-1 , the request accept register 41 accepts the supplied access request information.

Responsive to the supplied access request information, a write-in access is carried out in the memory 42 in accordance

with the address information and the write-in data.

In order to send a reply signal to the control device after a predetermined time duration lapses, the write-in address

s register output is held in turn in the access time registers 43 to 45. The predetermined time duration is equal to an

access time. The write-in address register output is sent as the reply signal from the access time register 45 to the reply

address register 59.

When the reply address register 59 accepts the reply signal, the reply control circuit 60 controls the request tag

buffer 56 in accordance with the write-in address register output to read the request tag information as first request tag

10 information out of the request tag buffer 56. The first request tag information is supplied to the reply crossbar switch 61

.

In the manner described above, the second through the N-th main memory units 13-2 to 13-N may output reply sig-

nals. As a result, the reply crossbar switch 61 may be supplied with first through the N-th request tag information. The

reply crossbar switch 61 carries out a contention process among thefirst through the N-th request tag information in the

known manner to select a selected one of the first through the N-th request tag information.

is It will be assumed that the selected request tag information is the first request tag information. The first request tag

information is held in the reply output register 62. The first request tag information is sent from the reply output register

62 to the first arithmetic processor 12-1 . In the first arithmetic processor 12-1 , the reply accept register 32 accepts the

first request tag information. Responsive to the first request tag information, the first arithmetic processor 12-1 knows

the end of the request

20 As readily understood from the above description, a read out access is carried out in the memory 42 in accordance

with the address information on the read out access to read a data as a read data out of the memory 42. In this case,

the supplied request information has the address information and the write-in address register output. The reply signal

has the read data and the write-in address register output. The reply control circuit 60 reads the request tag information

as the first request tag information out of the request tag buffer 56 in accordance with the write-in address register out-

25 put carried by the reply signal. The read data and the first request tag information are sent from the control device 21

to the first arithmetic processor 12-1 in the manner similar to that described above.

As described above, the arithmetic processor, which produces the access request information, receives the reply

signal on a main memory access. The arithmetic processor producing the request information may be called a request

arithmetic processor. The arithmetic processor receiving the reply signal may be called a reply arithmetic processor. On
so the main memory access, the request arithmetic processor corresponds to the reply arithmetic processor. On an inter-

processor communication, the request arithmetic processor does not correspond to the reply arithmetic processor. Tak-

ing the interprocessor communication into consideration, a fixed value is assigned to the write-in address register

output which will be called a reply ID hereinunder. The fixed value is representative of an interprocessor communication

reply. More specifically, it will be assumed that the request tag buffer 56 is a buffer of 16 words. Four bits are assigned

35 to the reply ID. As shown in Table 1, the reply ID is representative of "request invalidity" when the reply ID is "0000".

When the reply ID is "0001", the reply ID is representative of Interprocessor communication reply". When the reply ID

is an either one of "001 0" to "1 1 1
1
", the reply ID is representative of "write-in address for the request tag buffer".

40

45

50

55
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TABLE 1

REPLY ID CONTENT

0 0 0 0 REQUEST INVALIDITY

0 0 0 1 INTERPROCESSOR COMMUNICATION REPLY

0 o

.

1 0 WRITE-IN ADDRESS FOR THE REQUEST TAG BUFFER

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

30

The reply control circuit 60 is supplied with the reply ID which is registered in the reply address register 59. The

reply control circuit 60 judges whether or not the reply ID is representative of "irrterprocessor communication reply".

When the reply ID is "0001", the reply control circuit 60 knows that the request tag information does not exist in the

request tag buffer 56. The reply control circuit 60 produces reply request tag information in order to supply the reply

35 request tag information to the first arithmetic processor 12-1.

In addition, it is necessary to control the request tag buffer 56 in order to prevent the request tag buffer 56 from an

over-flow inasmuch as the capacity of the request tag buffer 56 is finite. In this event, the V-bit control circuit 54 carries

out a management of effective bits of each word in the request tag buffer 56. The effective bits is representative of

whether or not the first main memory unit 13-1 is accessed. More particularly, the V-bit control circuit 54 monitors the

ao V-bits of the request tag buffer 56 to detect the over-flow of the request tag buffer 56. Before the over-flow occurs, the

V-bit control circuit 54 controls the output crossbar switch 51 to hold the output crossbar switch 51 . As a result, supply

of the access request information is restricted under the control of the V-bit control circuit 54.

In case where the access request information is representative of an order ensuring command, it is necessary to

restrict the execution of the order ensuring command until all of previous requests have been processed. The order

45 ensuring command control circuit 52 is responsive to the order ensuring command and controls the execution of the

order ensuring command. More particularly, the order ensuring command control circuit 52 restricts the execution of the

order ensuring command until all of previous requests has been processed. The order ensuring command control cir-

cuit 52 detects that all of the V-bits of the request tag buffer 56 become dear. When the all of the V-bits of the request

tag buffer 56 become clear, the order ensuring command control circuit 52 knows that all of the previous requests has

so been processed.

Claims

1 . A control device for use in a data processing system comprising a plurality of arithmetic processors and a plurality

55 of main memory units, said control device being for controlling a connection between a specific one of said arith-

metic processors and a specific one of said main memory units in accordance with an access request supplied

from said specific arithmetic processor, said access request having request tag information, characterized by:

write-in address producing means (53) for producing a write-in address in accordance with said access

5
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request;

buffer means (56) for buffering said request tag information as buffered request tag information in response to

said write-in address; and

supplying means (55) supplied with said access request and said write-in address as an identifier for supplying

said specific main memory unit with an additional access request having said identifier instead of said request

tag information.

A control device as claimed in claim 1 , said specific memory unit supplying a reply signal having said identifier as

a reply identifier when a main memory access ends, wherein said control device further comprises:

read means (59, 60) responsive to said reply signal to read said buffered request tag information as a read

request tag information out of said buffer means in accordance with said reply identifier; and

delivering means (57, 61, 62) for delivering said read request tag information to said specific arithmetic proc-

essor.

A control device as claimed in claim 2, a predetermined fixed value being representative of an interprocessor com-

munication, wherein said read means judges whether or not said reply identifier is said predetermined fixed value,

said reading means supplying said reply identifier as request tag information to said specific arithmetic processor

when said reply identifier is said predetermined fixed value.

A control device as claimed in claim 1 , 2 or 3, said buffer means having a predetermined capacity, wherein:

said buffer means buffers an effective bit until said reply identifier is accepted;

said control device further comprising:

bit monitoring means (54) for monitoring said effective bit to prevent said buffer means from an over-flow.

A device as claims in any of claims 1 to 4, said access request being representative of an order ensuring command

for use in ensuring an access order for said specific main memory unit, wherein said control device further com-

prises:

executing means (52) for executing said access request after all of previous access requests finish.

6
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FIG. 1
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FIG. 2
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